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This thesis has two main objectives related to trading foreign currencies. First, it is
investigated how the customer order flow of Nordea is related to currency price changes.
Second, the goal is to find a new way of grouping customers that can give additional
insights in the trading behaviour of different customers.
The study uses order flow data which consists of spot and forward transactions made
in Norwegian Kronor and Swedish Kronor during a period of nearly three years. The
counterparties with whom Nordea is trading foreign exchange are divided into the cus-
tomer groups asset managers, banks, corporates, hedge funds and private clients. As a
measure of the dependence between order flow and exchange rate movements an index is
introduced. The index tells how the spot exchange rate moves before and after a trade
is executed. To examine the trading behaviour for a customer group the indices for all
trades done by that group are weighted with the traded volume.
Grouping customers in a new way is addressed by using Machine Learning techniques
in the field unsupervised learning, called clustering. The applied clustering algorithms
are the K-means, the Fuzzy C-means and the Self-Organizing Map. The customers are
clustered according to four different features calculated from the order flow data.
The main findings include that there are differences in the dependence between exchange
rate changes and the order flow from different customer groups. A contrarian behaviour
is found for the corporates and private clients, while the asset managers and hedge
funds tend to hold a trend-following trading style. The results from the clustering do
not provide a better way of grouping clients than the previous one, but contributes with
a deeper understanding of the trading behaviour of different customers.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The foreign exchange (FX or forex) market is the second largest financial market in
the world1 [Lindstro¨m, Madsen, Nygaard, 2015]. It is made up of banks, commercial
companies, central banks, investment management firms, hedge funds, and retail forex
brokers and investors. These agents buy, sell, exchange and speculate on currencies. The
FX market is not a single market, but is constructed of a global network of computers
that connect participants from all parts of the world. The most active trading centres
are geographically located in London and New York, but also in other places such as
Singapore and Hong Kong. Participants in the market are spread all over the globe.
Copenhagen is the primary city from where liquidity in the Scandinavian currencies is
provided by Scandinavian banks.
This thesis is written in cooperation with the FX Quant team at Nordea Markets in
Copenhagen. Nordea is one of the largest banks in Scandinavia (next to SEB and
Danske Bank). With a variety of customers trading foreign currencies Nordea accounts
for approximately 20% of the market in the Scandinavian currencies. The tasks of the
FX Quant team comprise supporting the quantitative side in the FX business at Nordea
from a trading perspective.
Movements in the FX market are rapid, the rates are updated several times each sec-
ond. When trading strategies for horizons from one day and above are created different
1Interest rates account for the largest market value.
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macroeconomic factors such as interest rates, GDP trends, and volatility in the mar-
ket are usually considered. There can be different strategies for different horizons and
currencies, with the overall purpose naturally being to profit, with bounded risk, from
trading. There is always a need for analysing the market, as well as important events in
the world economy, and to develop the trading strategies.
Since August 2013 the FX Quant team at Nordea is doing research in the area of Order
Flow, which represents a microeconomic viewpoint of analysing exchange rates. This is
a relatively new field in the academic literature pioneered by Martin D. D. Evans and
Richard K. Lyons in 2002 [Evans, Lyons, 2002]. The discovery was that exchange rates
are connected to the order flow, as there is empirical evidence of a positive correlation
between the log of the spot exchange rate changes from on day to another and the net
of buys and sells of currencies. These findings catalysed a number of articles and papers
on the topic, further investigating this relationship.
Several researchers soon found that the order flow from different customer groups had
different correlations with exchange rates. As an example, flow from leveraged financial
institutions was showed to be positively correlated with log spot changes in exchange
rate, while flow from non-financial corporates turned out to have the opposite relation-
ship. Information like this is of high interest to banks that have a large client base since
the way that customers trade with them might give a clue to in which direction the
currency prices are heading. It is still unknown if it is possible to actually profit from
this knowledge.
As mentioned earlier, Nordea has a significant share of the market in the Scandinavian
currencies, commonly referred to as ”Scandies”. These are the Swedish Krona (SEK),
the Norwegian Krone (NOK), and the Danish Krone (DKK). Implicitly it is valuable
for Nordea to examine the behaviour in their own order flow, to learn about the price
impact of the trades of their customers. The order flow data used in this thesis consists
of information about trades done in NOK and SEK during 2012 to 2014. It is especially
interesting to investigate the flow from different customer groups, to see what differences
that could be found in their trading behaviour. In the previous research performed by
Nordea, the customers have been labelled after what type of client it is. The groups
labels are banks, asset managers, corporates, private clients, hedge funds, central banks
and others. There might be other ways of separating the clients that can give new
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information about the trading behaviour and price impact. This issue will be addressed
in this thesis using tools from a field called Machine Learning.
1.2 Problem Presentation
With the background presented in previous section, this project aims at answering the
following questions:
1. What information can be found in the customer order flow of Nordea?
2. Will Machine Learning techniques when applied to order flow data of Nordea result
in another customer grouping which
(a) is different from the typical one (corporates, hedge funds, banks, private
clients etc.)?
(b) contains information about customer behaviour and the impact on the un-
derlying exchange rate?
3. Can Machine Learning techniques provide information about the different cus-
tomers trading through a prime brokerage relationship with other banks?
1.3 Outline
The three following chapters in this thesis will give background knowledge and theory
about the main topics of the thesis; Chapter 2 will make the reader familiar with the FX
market while Chapter 3 describes some previous results about order flow. In Chapter 4
the Machine Learning techniques used in the thesis will be explained.
The order flow data set used for all computations will be presented in Chapter 5, there-
after the used methods will be presented in Chapter 6. All results on order flow and
clustering methods are exposed in Chapter 7. Further the conclusions will be given in
Chapter 8, with a discussion of the findings and steps further of the thesis in Chapter
9.
Chapter 2
The Foreign Exchange Market
The foreign exchange market is considered to be the most liquid global market today.
The daily turnover in April 2013 was $5.3 trillion according to a survey made by Bank
for International Settlements [BIS, 2013]. This is up from $4.0 trillion in April 2010 and
$3.3 trillion in April 2007. It is a decentralised market comprising two distinct groups
of participants: dealers and end-user customers [Della Corte, Rime, Sarno, Tsiakis,
2011]. End-users always trade currencies with dealers while dealers can trade with
either customers or other dealers, the latter referred to as the interdealer market. Since
most dealers are banks it is also called the interbank market.
The huge trading volume, the wide geographical dispersion and the continuous oper-
ation with trading hours between 22:00 GMT on Sunday (Sydney) to 22:00 GMT on
Friday (New York) are unique characteristics of the forex market. Other properties are
the variety of factors that affect exchange rates and the low margins of relative profit
compared to other markets of fixed income. These are some of the arguments why the
FX market has been referred to as the market closest to the ideal of perfect competition.
As mentioned, the global FX market has been growing in turnover over the last decade.
The US dollar is the world’s dominant vehicle currency being on one side of the trans-
action in 87% of all deals initiated in April 2013. The euro is the second most traded
currency, although its market share has decreased by almost 6 percentage points to 33%
between 2010 and 2013. The Japanese yen is also among the most traded currencies
globally. Other currencies such as Mexican peso, Chinese renminbi and Russian ruble
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show upward trends since they have been changed from pegged to free floating [BIS,
2013].
2.1 Trading in the FX Market
Foreign exchange is an over-the-counter (OTC) market where brokers/dealers negotiate
directly with one another without any central exchange or clearing house. A majority
of the trading nowadays takes place at different Electronic Communication Networks
(ECNs) and other electronic platforms provided by banks and brokers. Deals are still
made by phone as well, but not at all to the same extent as ten years ago when this was
the main channel for trading FX.
An agent trading in the FX market chooses a currency pair for trading, for instance
euro against US dollars, denoted EURUSD. Here euro is called the ”base” currency and
US dollar is the ”price” currency1. Buying a currency pair means paying an amount in
the price currency to receive an amount in the base currency determined by the ”ask”
price quote. Selling a currency pair means receiving an amount in the price currency
by paying the corresponding amount in the base currency according to the ”bid” quote.
The prices of a currency pair are always given in the price currency value of one unit
of the base currency. To avoid arbitrage, the ask price should always be higher than
the bid price. The difference between the bid and ask prices is called the spread and
can be given in pips or basis points. The spreads vary between currency pairs and give
indications on the liquidity in the market.
The foreign exchange market has two tiers. In one tier, customers trade with dealers at
banks, in the other dealers trade with each other. The customer-dealer trades are only
observed by the parties to the trades and, since there are no disclosure requirements in
foreign markets, banks do not report them [Bjønnes, Osler, Rime, 2009].
There are two possible routes that interdealer trading can take in the FX market. Most
commonly dealers trade via the ECNs which are firms that provide traders with an
electronic platform that allows them to buy and sell foreign currencies. The other
alternative for dealers is to trade through phone deals where they call each other directly
and request quotes just like regular customers. The interdealer market is virtually
1Other names for price currency are settlement currency or term currency.
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unrecognizble from its form in the 1990s and earlier. Direct interdealer trading is almost
non-existent, today trades happen almost exclusively through the ECNs such as the
Reuters Dealing system and Electronic Broking Services (EBS) [Foster, Rosov, 2014].
Their matching engines perform limit checks and match orders, usually in less than
100 milliseconds per order. By trading through an ECN, a currency trader generally
benefits from greater price transparency, faster processing, increased liquidity and more
availability in the marketplace. Banks also reduce their costs as there is less manual
effort involved in using an ECN for trading. To trade with an ECN, one must be a
subscriber or have an account with a broker that provides direct access trading.
Retail customers normally do not have access to the ECNs but trade with banks through
the bank’s sales desk or through an online portal that most banks operate. Customers
can also trade via brokers, who serve as agents of the customers in the broader FX
market, by seeking the best price in the market and dealing on behalf of the customers.
The brokers charge a fee in addition to the price obtained in the market.
There are different ways and instruments to use when trading currencies, the most
common will be described in section 2.1.1. Depending on the goal and purpose of
trading there can be advantageous choices of contracts for the trades. FX swaps were
the most actively traded instruments in April 2013, $2.2 trillion per day. After swaps
the second most actively traded instrument in April 2013 was spot trades, accounting
for $2.0 trillion per day [BIS, 2013].
2.1.1 Instruments
The list below contains the definitions of the most common instruments used when
trading in the FX market. The contracts are different in the forming of conditions and
maturity.
Spot transactions Single outright transactions involving the exchange of two curren-
cies at a rate agreed on the date of the contract for a value or delivery (cash
settlement) within two business days.
Outright forwards Transactions involving the exchange of two currencies at a rate
agreed on the date of the contract for value or delivery (cash settlement) at some
time in the future (more than two business days).
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Foreign exchange swaps Transactions involving the actual exchange of two curren-
cies on a specific date at a rate agreed at the time of the conclusion of the contract,
and a reverse exchange of the same two currencies at a date further in the future
at a rate (generally different from the rate on the agreement day) agreed at the
time of the contract.
Currency swaps Contracts which commit two counterparties to exchange streams of
interest payments in different currencies for an agreed period of time and/or to
exchange principal amounts in different currencies at at pre-agreed exchange rate
at maturity.
OTC Options Option contracts that give the right to buy or sell a currency with
another currency at a specific exchange rate during a specific period. These con-
tracts are non-standardised and the participants can choose the characteristics
themselves.
Source [BIS, 2013].
2.1.2 Market Participants
The forex market has the most varied client base of any other product, with shifting
objectives (hedging, risk taking), different horizons (intraday to ten years), and various
styles (rational, irrational). The market participants can be grouped in different ways,
here six main categories will be briefly described.
Corporates Importing and exporting firms that need to exchange money from pay-
ments in other countries.
Real Money Investors Asset managers like for instance pension funds, mutual funds
and insurance companies who are typically unleveraged institutions that trade FX
as part of their investments.
Hedge Funds Leveraged financial institutions who use advanced investment strategies
to generate high returns through a portfolio of different investments.
Central Banks The entities responsible for overseeing the monetary system for na-
tions, implementing goals such as currency stability.
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Banks Large enough banks act as dealers in the FX Market and trade both with cus-
tomers and other dealers, the latter referred to as the Interbank Market.
Regional Banks Smaller banks with no access to the Interbank Market act as cus-
tomers to larger banks.
High Net Worth Individual Wealthy individuals who choose to invest significant
amounts in the FX market.
The BIS Survey from 2013 shows that reporting dealers in the Interbank market ac-
counts for 39% of the total turnover, while a smaller part, 9%, comes from non-financial
customers such as corporates and high net worth individuals. The largest share, 53%
of the turnover belongs to other financial institutions including real money investors
(11%), hedge funds and propriety traders (11%) and regional banks (24%).
2.1.3 Prime Brokerage Relationship
A prime brokerage relationship is a certain agreement between large and highly rated
banks and their clients (often institutional funds, hedge funds and other proprietary
trading firms), through which the clients can trade currencies in the bank’s name. The
bank then has the role of a prime broker who enables its clients to conduct trades,
subject to credit limits, with a group of pre-determined third-party banks. It may grant
the client access to electronic platforms normally available only to large dealers. The
prime broker becomes the counterparty to both the client and the third-party bank.
Dealers were requested to report how much of their total turnover was attributed to
transactions conducted in a foreign exchange prime brokerage relationship for the first
time in the 2013 Central Bank Survey [BIS, 2013].
2.2 Analysing Exchange Rates
Anyone who has done studies related to exchange rates has most likely been taught
that the best model for explaining exchange rate movements is a random walk, [Meese,
Rogoff, 1983]. In their paper from 1983, Meese and Rogoff state that the random walk
model explains and forecasts exchange rates better than economic models, and nobody
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really managed to prove them wrong after that. Many have tried to explain exchange rate
fluctuations with macroeconomic fundamentals but it has turned out to be a challenging
task. In the beginning of the 21st century the microstructure models for exchange rates
got a boost with the pioneering article covering order flow by Evans and Lyons [Evans,
Lyons, 2002]. This is also the starting point of the work of this thesis.
2.3 The Role of Nordea
Nordea is one of the largest banks in the Nordic region providing services in FX trading.
As any other bank Nordea is profiting from being in the middle between trading agents
matching their trades, and receiving the spread that customers pay to trade. The aim
and purpose is the same as for any other business, namely to support customers with
good service and provide competitive prices in the market, while managing risk that
comes with trading. Apart from trading with customers, Nordea is also participating
in the interdealer market where they both take liquidity from larger banks and provide
liquidity to smaller banks. They also have a large client base, mostly made up by cor-
porations of various kinds and sizes, to whom they provide currency prices. Customers
can trade with Nordea through contact with the sales team or via electronic platforms.
Chapter 3
Order Flow
There is little evidence that standard macroeconomic model of exchange rates can ex-
plain short-term exchange rate movements beyond the impact of news announcements.
The literature primarily suggests that macroeconomic fundamentals such as money sup-
plies, prices and income levels can explain exchange rate movements over horizons in
excess of two years [Marsh, O’Rourke, 2005]. In their work from 2002, Richard K.
Lyons and Martin D. D. Evans provide a new approach to the analysis of exchange rate
movements [Evans, Lyons, 2002]. They augment the traditional macro analysis with
a micro-based viewpoint, in which the focus lies on the study of order flow. A con-
temporaneous relationship between the daily order flow and exchange rate movements
was discovered and launched the interest for further investigations in the area of order
flow. Traditionally exchange rates have been considered to follow a random walk and
the analysis of movements has been limited to this assumption. The microstructural
study opens a new way of looking at exchange rate movements.
In this chapter order flow will be explained and a summary of results from former
academic research will be given. It should be mentioned that this thesis only includes
parts of the literature on order flow. There is a diversity in the approaches and results
in this field, where not all are accounted for here.
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3.1 What is Order Flow?
Order flow is defined as the net of buyer-initiated and seller-initiated trading orders; it
is a measure of net buying pressure. Some articles consider order flow as the number of
trades where the flow is +1 (−1) for a buy (sell) of the currency pair [Bjønnes, Osler,
Rime, 2009, Evans, Lyons, 2002]. Others will look at the signed volume of the trades
[Della Corte, Rime, Sarno, Tsiakis, 2011, Fan, Lyons, 2003] which is also the case in this
study. The initial research uses order flow from the interdealer market [Evans, Lyons,
2002], while the latter research is focusing on customer order flow [Marsh, O’Rourke,
2005, Menkhoff, Sarno, Schmeling, Schrimpf, 2013].
3.2 Academic Review
Since the foundation of order flow analysis in the foreign exchange market was laid in
2002 several papers have been written on the topic. A common approach throughout the
articles studied for this thesis is to aggregate the order flow over different time horizons
such as one day or one month and let xt denote the volume order flow at time t. One
method to measure the relationship between exchange rates is to perform regressions
like
∆st = β0 + β1xt, (3.1)
where ∆st is defined as the difference between the logarithms of the spot exchange rates
at time t and the time h steps before or after the trade. This can be written
∆st =
 log st − log st−h, forh steps before the trade,log st+h − log st, forh steps after the trade. (3.2)
The sign of the estimated β1 coefficient reveals the direction of the dependence and
the estimates are tested at the chosen significance level. Some academic literature uses
the excess returns instead of spot rate changes [Evans, Lyons, 2006, Menkhoff, Sarno,
Schmeling, Schrimpf, 2013]. Excess returns are defined as erd+h ≡ log(sd+h)− log(sd) +
∆ihd where sd is the quote at day d and ∆i
h
d is the interest differential on day d for h
deposits. Order flows from each segment are aggregated from day d to day d + h − 1
[Evans, Lyons, 2006]. The conclusions that can be made are in principle the same.
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There exist some limitations of research in this area due to lack of proper data sets.
The earliest results that showed a positive contemporaneous correlation between order
flow and exchange rate changes made with smaller data sets have been confirmed in
later research dealing with larger data sets. The focus is as time passes shifted from
the interdealer trades to the customer trades. The reason for this shift is that the
customer orders catalyse the market, implying that customer flow is the ultimate driver
of interdealer flow. Data on customer order flow is sensitive information for banks and
was not available in the beginning but as this data became available researchers could
begin studies on customer order flow [Fan, Lyons, 2003]. It is a stylised fact that dealers
open and close their trading day with zero inventory positions. Considering customer
order flow aggregated over one trading day, as in most of the papers, the expected net
flow is zero. This is an approximation since the foreign exchange market never closes.
Daily customer order flow from a representative bank should therefore be only randomly
different from zero and uncorrelated with exchange rate movements. However, the entire
market can not be represented by one single bank [Marsh, O’Rourke, 2005].
To fully understand the connection between order flow and exchange rate dynamics, one
would need access to the entire market with all buys and sells of currencies. Because of
the way the FX market is constructed, no single market participant possesses the full
overview of the market. A large share of the market is needed before any significant
correlation can be expected to be found between the order flow data and changes in
currency prices.
After confirming the contemporaneous relationship between order flow and exchange
rate changes the question is naturally arisen whether there is predictive content in order
flow as well. Further one might ask if it is possible for banks to exploit this possibly
existing information to create profitable strategies in trading FX.
3.2.1 Disaggregated Customer Flow
Short after the initial results on order flow it was discovered that different components
of the end-user order flow have different correlations with exchange rate movements.
The order flow was divided into different customer groups such as non-financial cor-
porates, unleveraged financial institutions (e.g. mutual funds) and leveraged financial
institutions (e.g. hedge funds) [Evans, Lyons, 2006, Fan, Lyons, 2003], or alternatively
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asset managers, hedge funds, corporates and private clients [Menkhoff, Sarno, Schmel-
ing, Schrimpf, 2013]. In treating all order flow equally one assumes that agents are
symmetrically heterogeneous, which means that they differ but in the same way. How-
ever, trades in the foreign exchange market come from categories of agents that are quite
different, they differ in motivations, attitudes towards risk and horizons [Evans, Lyons,
2006]. Performing regressions like
∆st = β0 + β1x
Corp
t + β2x
Unlev
t + β3x
Lev
t + β4x
Other
t + ut, (3.3)
where the flow is disaggregated according to customer groups shows some interesting
behaviour. Flows from profit-seeking financial institutions are positively correlated with
exchange rates movements, while flow from non-financial corporates are typically nega-
tively correlated. The trading motivation for the category ”other financial institutions”
is not clear and results of the regressions for this group are mixed.
3.2.2 Information Content
Several papers have attempted to find the cause of the contemporaneous relationship
between exchange rate changes and net order flows. Marsh and O’Rourke investigate
three different explanations of the correlations. First there may be private information
contained in the order flow that is relevant for the valuation of a currency in a non-
transitory way. The authors find evidence that a measure of the degree of informedness
of customers corresponds to the size of the correlation between order flow and exchange
rates. The second explanation is that there are transitory liquidity effects on exchange
rates, coming from that risk-averse dealers may need to be compensated for holding
unwanted inventory. This explanation is discounted since otherwise equivalent order
flow from different counterparties have different correlations with exchange rates. Finally
they reverse the causality and argue that changes in exchange rate induce flows, so called
feedback trading. It can not be rejected that feedback trading could be an explaining
factor [Marsh, O’Rourke, 2005].
Bjønnes, Osler and Rime address the information hypothesis in the interbank market by
dividing banks into groups according to their grade of informedness. They suggest that
information in the FX market comes from customers, implying that banks with the most
customers (large banks) should have the most information. Partitioning banks after the
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contemporary size ranking by Euromoney results in the the four groups ”Immense”,
”Big”, ”Medium” and ”Small” banks. The findings include that order flow from banks
of all sizes have positive price impact that is achieved within roughly five trades and
persists thereafter, and this price impact is more substantial for larger banks [Bjønnes,
Osler, Rime, 2009].
3.2.3 Forecasting Power of Order Flow
The earlier literature on order flow is focusing on explaining exchange rate movements
[Evans, Lyons, 2002, Fan, Lyons, 2003]. If order flow is proven to contain information
about future movements it opens the possibility to create strategies and profit from that
knowledge, and this would certainly be of more interest to practitioners. Evans and
Lyons investigate the issue on a monthly basis, by regressing excess returns between
month t and t + 1 on Citibank’s customer order flows during month t − 1. They find
that the six customer segments in their flow account for approximately 19 percent of the
variation in future excess returns. There are large differences between the estimated co-
efficients across customer flow segments. The main findings include that customer flows
predict returns because they are correlated with the future market-wide information
flow that dealers use to revise their currency prices. They also conclude that one third
of flow’s power to forecast exchange rates one month ahead comes from flow’s ability to
forecast future flow [Evans, Lyons, 2006].
In on of the papers in this study the question about the source of the forecasting power
of order flow is addressed. The authors compare the performance of a trading strategy
based on order flow with seven other strategies used for trading foreign exchange. They
implement a multi-currency dynamic asset allocation strategy and relate the excess port-
folio returns from the order flow strategy to the ones from public information strategies.
The first finding is that the order flow strategies strongly outperform the standard carry
trade strategy1. Furthermore, about two thirds of the excess portfolio returns gener-
ated from conditioning on order flow can be replicated using a combination of strategies
based on publicly available information. Hence variables included in these strategies
such as interest rates, money supply, output, external imbalances and momentum which
capture information that is publicly available play an important role in determining the
1The carry strategy is based on the assumption of a random walk and is used as a benchmark here.
It borrows in low interest rate currencies and lends in high interest rate currencies.
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net demand for currencies as observed in FX order flow. The authors conclude that
the information conveyed by customer order flow is a particular aggregation of public
information, where customers collect and interpret information in their own way [Della
Corte, Rime, Sarno, Tsiakis, 2011].
Chapter 4
Machine Learning Techniques
Machine Learning is a subfield in statistics and computer science that deals with algo-
rithms that can learn from data. It studies how to automatically learn to make accurate
predictions based on past observations. One distinguishes between supervised learn-
ing, where an algorithm is trained on a training set to predict values for a test set,
and unsupervised learning, where no labels are predefined on the data set. Super-
vised learning is further divided into regression and classification, depending on whether
the predicted output is quantitative or qualitative. Both tasks have a lot in common
and can be viewed as different methods for function approximation [Hastie, Tibshirani,
Friedman, 2009].
Machine Learning techniques are cheap and flexible and can be applied to several areas
of interest, such as image analysis, pattern recognition and biology. They have the
advantages that they are often more accurate than human-crafted rules (since data
driven) and don’t need a human expert or programmer. Humans are often incapable
of expressing what they know but can easily classify examples that can be used in an
automatic method to search for hypotheses explaining data. Some disadvantages of
Machine Learning algorithms are that a lot of labelled data is needed. It is also usually
impossible to get perfect accuracy in the results because of the many error sources.
The following section will describe clustering and a few of its techniques, which fit in
the category of unsupervised learning.
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4.1 Clustering
The overall goal of clustering is to find groups, so called ”clusters”, in data where the
data points within each cluster are more similar to each other than to points in other
clusters. There are multiple factors to consider when grouping data, for instance in
what way similarity between data points is measured, the optimal number of clusters
and which algorithm to use. Each user and application can have different aims for
the clustering, such as finding representatives for homogeneous groups, finding natural
clusters and describe their unknown properties or detecting outliers. The clustering al-
gorithms considered in this thesis are among the most commonly used and are presented
in Section 4.2.
One can easily confuse classification within supervised learning with the unsupervised
clustering described in this thesis. The difference lies in that in classification the classes
are predefined and the target is to classify new points into the existing clusters, while
unsupervised clustering gives an unknown grouping of objects where relationships in the
data are to be discovered [Bishop, 2006].
In this thesis the objects to be clustered are the customers trading currencies with
Nordea. The goal is to group the customers in new way that can hopefully add infor-
mation about their trading behaviour and impact on currency prices.
4.1.1 Requirements and Possible Problems
A clustering technique is required to handle scalability, different types of attributes and
have the ability to deal with noise and outliers. It should also be able to handle a large
dimensionality and be insensitive to the order of the input parameters. The result must
be interpretable and usable and it should be possible to discover clusters of arbitrary
shape.
Current techniques do not address all requirements adequately. Different scaling leads
to different clusterings, which must be accounted for when preparing the data. High
dimensionality and many observations can be problematic because of time complexity.
The effectiveness of the method depends on the definition of the distance and if an
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obvious distance measure does not exist it must be defined, which can be complex. The
result of the clustering can be interpreted in many different ways [Matteucci, 2003].
4.1.2 Quality Measures
There is a number of ways to measure and validate the quality of clustering techniques
for different problems. Two of them, the Calinski-Harabasz criterion and the Silhouette
value, will be used in this thesis and are explained here.
Calinski-Harabasz Coefficient
The Calinski-Harabasz Coefficient (CH) is the ratio between the normalised between-
cluster sum of squares SSB and the normalised within-cluster sum of squares SSW . It
is also called the variance ratio criterion (VRC) and is defined as
V RCk =
SSB/(k − 1)
SSW /(N − k) , (4.1)
where N is the number of observations and k is the number of clusters. The CH coef-
ficient can be used to determine the number of clusters in a data set, and works well
in many situations, [Mooi, Sarstedt, 2014]. Well-defined clusters have a large between-
cluster and a small within-cluster variance. The larger the CH coefficient, the better the
data partition.
Silhouette Coefficient
The silhouettes can be useful when the proximities are on a ratio scale (as in the case
of Euclidean distances) and when one is seeking compact and clearly separated clusters.
Let a(i) denote the average distance or dissimilarity of object i to all other objects
within the same cluster as i. Further let b(i) denote the lowest average dissimilarity of i
to all objects of any other cluster, in other words the distance to the second most similar
cluster of i. The silhouette coefficient is defined
s(i) =
b(i)− a(i)
max{a(i), b(i)} . (4.2)
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and measures how well object i matches the clustering at hand. From the above defini-
tion it is easily seen that −1 ≤ s(i) ≤ 1 for each object i, [Rousseeuw, 1987].
4.2 Clustering Algorithms
There is a variety of clustering algorithms that can be applied to any data set. The
resulting clusters depend on the used algorithm. In the following subsections the K-
means, Fuzzy C-means, Hierarchical and Self-Organizing Map clustering algorithms will
be explained. For this some notation will first be introduced.
Suppose X = {x1, . . .xN} represents the data set consisting of N observations of D-
dimensional data. On matrix form this becomes
X =

x1
...
xN
 =

x11 · · · x1D
...
. . .
...
xN1 · · · xND
 . (4.3)
Here N is typically far larger than D, N  D. The dissimilarity or distance measure
between two data points is denoted d, the most used one is the Euclidean distance
defined as
d(xi,xj) =
√√√√ D∑
k=1
(xik − xjk)2. (4.4)
The Euclidean distance is a special case of the Minkowski metric, with p = 2. The
Minkowski metric for D-dimensional data is for p ≥ 1 defined as
dp(xi,xj) =
(
D∑
k=1
|xik − xjk|p
) 1
p
(4.5)
[Matteucci, 2003].
Determining the optimal number of clusters in a data set is usually a challenging task.
The clusters should be well-separated, meaning that the within-cluster distances should
be small and the between-cluster distances should be larger. Many of the clustering
algorithms require that the number of clusters is specified by the user.
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4.2.1 K-means
The most common and simplest of all clustering methods is the K-means algorithm. It
is intended for situations in which all variables are of the quantitative type. The main
idea of the K-means is to define K cluster centres and assign each point in the data set
to the cluster centre most similar or closest to the point. It is an exclusive clustering
algorithm, meaning that the clusters are disjoint sets of data points. The initial step
involves choosing a number of clusters K and defining the same number of initial cluster
centres, {ck}Kk=1. In the following step new cluster centres are calculated as the mean of
the points in that particular cluster. Next, each point forgets the previous cluster and
is assigned to the new closest cluster centre. This could be done by either batch updates
or online updates. In the batch update all points are assigned to their respective cluster
centre at once and thereafter the new centres are computed, while the online version
assigns each point individually and cluster centres are recomputed after each assignment.
The process is repeated until the cluster centres have converged so that no more points
change cluster. Finally, the algorithm aims at minimizing an objective function, in this
case the squared error function, defined as
J =
N∑
i=1
K∑
k=1
rik‖xi − ck‖2, (4.6)
where the variable rik ∈ {0, 1} indicates if the point belongs to cluster k or not;
rik =
 1, if k = arg minj ‖xi − cj‖20, otherwise. (4.7)
The objective function represents the sum of the squared distances from each point to
its assigned cluster centre and the goal is to find values for the {rik} and the {ck} so as
to minimize J . Each phase of step 2 and 3 below reduces the value of J , implying that
convergence is assured. However, it may converge to a local minimum rather than the
global minimum. The main steps are summarized in the box below.
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K-means Algorithm
1. Choose K initial points in the object space to represent the cluster centres.
2. Assign each point to the cluster that has the closest centre.
3. Recalculate the positions of the K cluster centres.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the centres no longer move. The metric to be
minimized can be calculated from the resulting separation of the points.
[Bishop, 2006, Hastie, Tibshirani, Friedman, 2009, Matteucci, 2003]
4.2.2 Fuzzy C-means
In opposite to K-means, the Fuzzy C-means (FCM) algorithm allows points to belong
to more than one cluster which is the case in so called soft or overlapping clustering.
This is done by including a partition matrix U containing the degree of membership of
the data points to each cluster, such that the objection function becomes
Jm =
N∑
i=1
C∑
k=1
uik‖xi − ck‖2, 1 ≤ m <∞, (4.8)
where uik ∈ [0, 1] is the degree of membership of data point xi in cluster k, ck is the
D-dimensional cluster centre and ‖ · ‖ is any norm. The parameter m determines the
”fuzziness” of the clustering, a large m gives smaller memberships uik which results in
fuzzier clusters. If m is set to the limit value 1 the membership will converge to 0 or 1
and hence a crisp partitioning is obtained (gives the K-means algorithm). A property
of the membership matrix U is that each row sums to one,
∑C
k=1 uik = 1. The columns
in the membership matrix could be interpreted as the probabilities of the points being
in the cluster represented by each column.
In the process of optimizing the objective function, the parameters uik and ck are up-
dated in the following way:
uik =
1∑C
j=1
(‖xi−ck‖
‖xi−cj‖
) 2
m−1
, (4.9)
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ck =
∑N
i=1 u
m
ikxi∑N
i=1 u
m
ik
. (4.10)
As for the K-means, there might be an issue of the objective function not converging to
its global minimum. The main steps of the algorithm are included in the box below.
FCM Algorithm
1. Determine the number of clusters, C, and initialize the N × C matrix
U = [uik].
2. Calculate the centre vectors {ck} according to (4.10) for all clusters.
3. Update U , using (4.9).
4. If ‖U (n+1) − U (n)‖ < ε then stop, otherwise return to step 2.
[Matteucci, 2003]
4.2.3 Hierarchical Clustering
Clustering with Hierarchical methods creates clusters at different levels, so that no
specified number of clusters is needed. The two basic strategies for hierarchical clustering
are agglomerative and divisive, where agglomerative methods start with N clusters with
one single observation and ends up with all objects comprised in one large cluster and the
divisive strategies work the opposite direction. The agglomerative bottom-up direction
is the most widely applied and will be the focus in the rest of this section.
The agglomerative algorithm is an iterative process where at each level two selected
clusters are recursively merged together into one single cluster, going from k to k −
1 clusters from one level to the next. The two groups with the smallest intergroup
dissimilarity are chosen for merging. An appropriate, disjoint clustering of the data is is
represented at each level of the hierarchy. The user needs to decide which level fits the
best for the specific purpose such that points within the clusters are sufficiently more
similar to points within their own cluster compared to points in other groups.
The distances or (similarities) between two different clusters denoted Ck and Cl, can
be calculated in three different ways1. Single linkage (SL) agglomerative clustering
1There are other methods as well but these three are the most commonly used.
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calculates the distance between two groups as the shortest distance between two points
from separate clusters, also called nearest-neighbour technique
dSL(Ck, Cl) = min
xi∈Ck,xj∈Cl
d(xi,xj). (4.11)
Complete linkage (CL) agglomerative clustering takes the intergroup distance to be the
greatest distance between any two points from different groups,
dCL(Ck, Cl) = max
xi∈Ck,xj∈Cl
d(xi,xj). (4.12)
Group average (GA) clustering uses the average distance between the clusters
dGA(Ck, Cl) =
1
NCkNCl
∑
xi∈Ck
∑
xj∈Cl
d(xi,xj), (4.13)
where NCk and NCl are the respective number of observations in each group. Note that
in all three cases, the distance or similarity between two points is calculated as for the
other algorithms, for instance using the Euclidean metric given in (4.4). All distances
between clusters are collected in the proximity matrix, denoted Dm for step m, which
initially is of dimension N ×N and given by D0 = [d(xi,xj)]. The level of the clustering
at step m is denoted L(m) and explains the distance between clusters at different levels.
When two clusters K and L are merged together into cluster KL, the proximity between
the new cluster and the old cluster is defined according to the chosen linkage method.
A step by step description of an agglomerative algorithm is given in the box below.
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Agglomerative Hierarchical Algorithm
1. Define the N data points as N distinct clusters.
2. Find the least dissimilar pair of clusters according to (4.11), (4.12) or
(4.13), denote these clusters K and L.
3. Set m = m + 1 and merge clusters K and L into a single cluster. Set
the level of this clustering to L(m) = d(K,L) according to chosen linkage
method.
4. Update the proximity matrix, Dm by deleting the rows and columns cor-
responding to clusters K and L.
5. If all objects are in one cluster then stop, otherwise return to step 2.
[Hastie, Tibshirani, Friedman, 2009, Matteucci, 2003]
4.2.4 Self-Organizing Maps
Describing Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs) without giving an introduction to Neural Net-
works might be a challenge, but an attempt will be made in this section2. In this
unsupervised learning method of a neural network, the neurons in the network can be
viewed as representing the cluster centres. The principal goal of a SOM is to transform
an incoming signal pattern of arbitrary dimension into a one or two dimensional discrete
map, also called a constrained topological map. The original SOM algorithm was online,
meaning that observations are processed one at a time, and later a batch version was
developed.
Consider K neurons placed in a two-dimensional rectangular grid and denote these
mj ∈ RD, where D is the dimension of the input data. The neurons are given integer
coordinates in Q1 × Q2, where Q1 = {1, ..., q1}, Q2 = {1, ..., q2} and it follows that
K = q1q2. The SOM tries to bend the two-dimensional plane so that the neurons
approximate the data points as well as possible. In this way the model creates a mapping
of the data points onto the neurons in the two-dimensional grid.
2More information about Neural Networks can for instance be found in Chapter 11 in The Elements
of Statistical Learning, [Hastie, Tibshirani, Friedman, 2009].
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The online algorithm processes the N observations (inputs) xi one at a time. The closest
neuron mj is found in Euclidean distance in R
D, and then for all neighbours mk of mj ,
move mk toward xi via the update
3
mk ← mk + α(x−mk), (4.14)
where α is called the learning rate. The neighbours of mj can be defined in some different
ways. The simplest approach uses Euclidean distance and determines the neighbourhood
around neuron mj by a threshold r, always including mj itself. Notice that the distance
between neurons is defined in the space Q1 × Q2 of integer topological coordinates of
the neurons. The update 4.14 has the effect that the neurons are moved closer to the
data and also that a smooth two-dimensional spatial relationship between neurons is
maintained. The performance of the SOM method depends on the learning rate α and
the distance threshold r. Over a few thousand iterations α is typically decreased from
say 1.0 to 0.0. Similarly r is decreased linearly from its initial value R down to 1. In
this way the final mapping of observations to the neurons is created.
If the distance r is taken small enough so that each neighbourhood contains only one
point, then the spatial connection between neurons is lost and the SOM can be shown
to be an online version of the K-means algorithm, [Hastie, Tibshirani, Friedman, 2009].
In a batch version of the SOM algorithm each mj is updated via
mj =
∑
wkxk∑
wk
, (4.15)
where the sum is taken over points xk that are mapping neighbours mk of mj . The
weight function may be rectangular, that is, equal to 1 for the neighbours of mk or may
decrease smoothly with the distance between the neurons. If the neighbourhood size is
small enough to only include one neighbour and the weights are rectangular, this reduces
to the K-means algorithm as described in Section 4.2.1.
3A more sophisticated way would be to modify the update step according to the distance between
the neurons.
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Data
5.1 Trading data
The order flow data used in this thesis covers all currency exchange transactions during
a period of two years and ten months, from January 2nd 2012 until November 1st 2014.
It is divided into two data sets each containing all trades done with one of the currencies
being Swedish Krone (SEK) and Norwegian Krone (NOK), respectively. Further on the
order flow data will simply be referred to as ”the data sets”. To each trade there is
information about different parameters given in Table 5.1. Some information is given
from the data base of Nordea, while other is calculated from existing parameters.
The data set in this thesis could contain errors such as of wrongly booked data, for
instance that timestamps are not exact, the traded spot rate is incorrect or that changes
have been made manually in the trade. A large amount of time has been used to analyse
and prepare the data set as carefully as possible.
5.1.1 Data Filtering
By filtering the data set in certain ways, much of the noise can be removed without
losing the significant information. The number of small trades is large and these trades
do not have any significant spot impact, hence all trades of less than 100, 000 EUR are
removed from the data sets. In that way the data becomes easier to handle and the
calculation time is shortened. The most active trading hours for Nordea are Monday to
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Table 5.1: Information given in the order flow data set for each trade.
Basic Information
timestamp The exact time stamp when the trade enters the system
given in milliseconds. This is not necessarily equal to the
execution time, depending on the how the trade is executed
(phone deals can have a delay of up to 20 minutes).
cust tid Customer identification number which is unique for each
counterparty.
base curr The base currency.
price curr The price currency.
base amount Signed traded amount given in the base currency.
price amount Signed traded amount given in the price currency.
trade rate The spot price at which the trade was carried out.
channel id The channel through which the trade is executed.
trade type Tells if the trade is a spot trade or an outright forward.
routing portfolio Says where the trade is booked.
Calculated Information
BuySell 1 if the trade is a buy of the currency pair and −1 if it is a
sell of the currency pair.
eur amount Traded amount converted into million EUR.
group One of the customer labels defined in Section 5.1.2.
ccypair The traded currency pair.
ccy is base Logical variable that gives 1 if the actual currency is the
base currency and 0 if it is not.
eur amount net ccy Traded amount in million EUR signed according to the ac-
tual currency.
BuySell ccy Gives 1 if the actual currency is bought and −1 if it is sold.
round trade Logical variable that is 1 if the traded amount is larger than
one million euros and done in even millions either in the base
currency or price currency, and 0 otherwise.
new direction ccy Logical variable which is 1 if trade is in a new direction of
the actual currency compared to the last trade done by the
same counterparty, and 0 if it is in the same direction.
Notes: The basic information is fetched from the data base. The remaining informa-
tion is calculated from the basic information. The ”actual currency” refers to NOK
and SEK for the two separate data sets.
Friday between 07:00 and 17:00 GMT+1, since the bank is seated in the Nordic region.
Trades occurring in the weekends are removed since that flow is so small compared to
weekdays. There is also much less activity during holidays, hence trades at these dates
were removed as well1.
1Holidays in Sweden, Norway, USA and Germany were the ones taken into account, defined by
Bloomberg.
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The order flow of Nordea can be divided into the customer order flow and the flow in
the interbank market. Trades done with banks and prime brokered clients belong to the
interbank market, while the remaining counterparty groups are regarded as customers.
One could argue that the smaller banks should count as customers as well, if they are
not big enough to have direct access to the interbank market. Putting the same label
on all banks is a simplification made here. For most of the analysis in this thesis the
trades initiated by Nordea have been removed from the data set. With help from people
in Nordea working with the order book it is possible to distinguish some of the these
trades, since it is not initially given in the dataset which side is initiating the trade. It is
done by looking at the trading channel for the trades where the counterparty is a bank.
For some deals, for instance phone deals with other banks, it is impossible to know
who commenced the trade. There is at least one trading channel where all deals that
are going through are for certain initiated by Nordea. Both the trades with unknown
initiator and the trades where Nordea is known to be the initiator are removed from the
flow.
5.1.2 Initial Counterparty Labels
The counterparties in the data sets are grouped according to the type of firm or insti-
tution it is. The unique counterparties are identified with the variable cust tid, and the
ones which are considered significant in trading volume are classified before the analysis
is made. Each counterparty trading a significant amount is labelled with one of the
following labels;
AM Asset Managers, i.e. financial institutions including e.g. insurance companies and
mutual funds.
BA Banks of all sizes.
CB Central Banks.
CO Non-financial corporates of all sizes.
HF Hedge funds and other leveraged financial institutions.
OT Others, i.e. customers that do not fit into any of the other groups.
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PB Customers trading via a larger bank through a prime brokerage agreement.
PC Private clients and speculative persons.
XX Non-labelled customers trading less than the threshold amount.
The FX Quant team has put a lot of effort into putting the right labels on the customers.
There are no routines today in Nordea where information about the type of a customer
is stored, meaning that this has to be done manually and requires a large amount of
time. Unfortunately not all customers are labelled, only the ones with the largest trading
volume.
5.1.3 The Bank Flow
When banks trade with each other it is usually referred to as ”the interbank market” and
this flow is distinguished from the customer flow in the data. From Nordea’s perspective,
the trades done with banks, i.e. trades labelled ”BA”, could be of four different types;
1. Trades done by the Algo trading at Nordea, referred to as ”Our hedges - Algo”
(OHAL).
2. Trades initiated by the traders at Nordea, referred to as ”Our hedges” (OH).
3. Trades initiated by other banks, referred to as ”Their hedges” (TH).
4. Trades done with a prime brokerage agreement in a bank’s name where the cus-
tomer behind is unknown, referred to as ”Prime Brokerage” (PB).
The trades that are initiated by Nordea are identified by which trading channel they are
made through and the ones of these done by algo trading are found by a certain value of
the routing portfolio parameter. One of the questions in this thesis addresses the issue
of finding out what types of clients that are behind the prime brokered trades.
5.1.4 Descriptive Statistics of the Data
Approximately 80% of the volume traded with Nordea in the period from January 2012
to October 2014 are by customers and the rest is flow from the interbank market. How
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the customer flow is divided between the pre-labelled groups for the NOK and SEK flow
respectively can be seen to the left in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. The right pie chart in these
figures show the total traded volume per currency pair.
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Figure 5.1: These pie charts show how the total traded volume in NOK is divided
between the pre-labelled customer groups (left) and currency pairs (right). The
corporates make up the largest group, followed by the asset managers, private clients,
unlabelled clients, others, central banks and hedge funds. The trades in euro, US
Dollar, Swedish Krona and British Pounds account for 91% of the total volume traded
in NOK.
Slightly more than half of the volume is traded with corporations in both currencies. The
second largest group is the asset managers, followed by private clients. The unlabelled
clients are trading smaller amounts, and together they account for 5 − 6% of the flow.
Hedge funds, Central Banks and ”Other” customers compose a small client base for
Nordea. Since the corporates and asset managers are the largest groups the focus will
be put on these customers in this thesis, since the most significant results are expected
to be produced for these groups.
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Figure 5.2: These pie charts show how the total traded volume in SEK is divided
between the pre-labelled customer groups (left) and currency pairs (right). The
corporates make up the largest group, followed by the asset managers, private clients,
unlabelled clients, hedge funds, others and central banks. The trades in euro, US
Dollar, Norwegian Krona and Danish Krona account for 89% of the total volume
traded in SEK.
5.1.5 Prepare Data for Clustering
The customers are identified with a customer identification number that is unique for
the customer. The data set containing all trades is grouped according to this ID number
using Matlab’s grpstats. This function is instructed to calculate the mean and sum of
some given variables of the trades. After discussions with the Quant Team and another
team at Nordea, six features are chosen to be considered for the clustering, namely
Buy/sell-ratio A constant between 0 and 1 that is calculated by taking the absolute
value of the sum of the net amount divided by the sum of the total amount traded
by the customer, which can be written b =
∣∣∣∣∑j V signedj∑j Vj
∣∣∣∣. The net amount is positive
(negative) if it the currency is bought (sold). A value close to 1 means that the
customer is either always buying or always selling the currency, while a value close
to 0 means that the customer equally buys and sells the currency.
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Traded volume The total volume traded by the customer in any direction given in
million euros.
New direction for currency For each trade this variable can take the values 0 or 1,
depending on whether the trade is in the same or opposite direction as previous
trade on a currency basis. For each customer the mean of this variable for all
trades done by the customer is taken.
Round number trading If the traded amount is in even millions in either the base or
price currency this parameter is one, otherwise it is zero. For each customer the
average of this value for all trades is taken.
High volatility trading Periods with high volatility are defined as intervals of one
hour before and one hour after large changes in volatility have occurred. The
volatility at minute t is estimated as the standard deviation of the log spot changes
the previous 30 minutes. The probability of high volatility in the given period is
estimated as one event per week, giving p = 1/(5 · 24 · 60), and large changes are
given from the empirical upper and lower quantiles with probability p/2 of the
volatility changes. The result is a logical variable for each trade that is 1 if the
trade is done in a period of high volatility and 0 if it is not.
Trading platform A discrete variable which takes on the value −1 if the customer
trades mostly on a Single bank platform, 1 if the customer does mostly Request
for Quote and 0 if the customer trade more on other platforms.
These six features are considered to be of interest when investigating the behaviour and
price impact of different clients. Nothing is pre-known about the relations, but they
are intuitive aspects that might have an impact. If the buy-sell ratio for a customer is
close to zero it is said that the flow is non-directional, if it is close to one the flow is
considered to be directional. Intuitively, corporates who receive a large amount of one
foreign currency would be more directional as they need to exchange that flow into their
native currency. The buy/sell-ratio is most likely connected to the new direction for the
currency. If the flow is directional, the customer will probably not change the direction
of its trades in the actual currency. It is an intuitive thought that a customer’s total
trading volume will affect the price impact of that customer, which is why it is interesting
to consider. The trading platform is important since it gives an indication about the
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price sensitivity of the customer. Customers trading on a single bank platform are often
not that sensitive to prices since there is often more latency and randomness and not
so efficient trading. Clients who request for quotes are normally requiring better prices
with narrower spreads. Some customers tend to trade more or less in periods where
the volatility is high, for instance around economic releases. Including an estimate of to
which extent this behaviour is found for different customers might give an indication of
how important this behaviour is.
Clustering is performed without including trades initiated by Nordea. It means that
the only bank trades kept in the flow are trades initiated by the the other bank, these
correspond to the group ”Their hedges” defined in Section 5.1.3. Before a clustering
algorithm is applied the customers who trade less than ten times in the covered period
are removed. If the customer trades too few times the buy-sell ratio does not make
sense since it is dependent on previous trades. Outliers corresponding to customers that
trading a relatively large volume are also removed. Otherwise they will have a too large
effect on the result when calculating distances between points.
5.2 The Spot Exchange Rate Data
Spot prices for the main currency pairs at each minute during the covered time period are
collected from Reuters (EURSEK, EURNOK and EURGBP) and EBS (EURUSD). The
mid prices are calculated as the mean of the bid and ask prices. Prices for the remaining
currency pairs are obtained out of these prices. As an example, the NOKSEK rate is
obtained by dividing the EURSEK rate by the EURNOK rate. Mid prices are considered
to be a good approximation instead of using the bid and ask prices in the studies of this
thesis.
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Methods
In this chapter the methodology used in this thesis will be described. The first section
defines the techniques used for the order flow study and the second section presents the
way clustering is performed.
6.1 Order Flow
Inspired by the academic literature about order flow the relationship between exchange
rate changes and the order flow of Nordea is investigated. The focus of this thesis for
examining the dependence will be to use an index defined in Section 6.1.1, which is a
method developed at Nordea. Other methods are Pearson’s correlation coefficient and
multiple linear regression, these are carried out in Appendix A. In opposition to earlier
studies, the data set used here contains information about every unique trade and not
just the order flow aggregated over some horizon. The advantage is that it is actually
possible to see what happens around the trade time, information which is lost if the
unique trades are summed up. It could for instance happen that the price moves a lot
within one day and the aggregated order flow does not say when trades are made with
respect to the large price move.
When performing regressions and calculating indices, the four currency pairs with the
largest traded volume for each currency are considered. Recall the charts from Figures
5.2 and 5.1 showing that the most important pairs are
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NOK with EUR, USD, SEK and GBP,
SEK with EUR, USD, NOK and DKK.
Removing the least traded currency pair only removes a small part of the total volume
and the significant part of the flow is still kept.
6.1.1 Calculate Index
Various methods could be used to measure the impact of the order flow on the spot
exchange rate. In this thesis it is of particular interest to investigate the price impact of
different customer groups, including both the pre-labelled groups and the ones formed
by the clustering techniques. For this an index is constructed which gives a measurement
of the currency price changes before and after a trade is executed. The index is similar
to the yield decay which is more commonly used in financial analysis. By defining the
index as below it is interpreted as change of price in percentage.
The index for each trade and time horizon h is defined as
Ij,h =
(
sj,h
sj,0
)bj
, (6.1)
where sj,0 denotes the traded spot price for trade j given from the trade data. sj,h
denotes the spot mid price at time horizon h after the trade, or before if h has a negative
sign. For trade j it also holds that
bj =
 1, if the customer buys the currency−1, if the customer sells the currency. (6.2)
For this thesis horizons of half-hours are considered. Now let {Cg} = {AM,...,XX} be
the different customer groups, then the index at horizon h for customer group Cg is
given by
ICg ,h = 100
∑
j∈Cg
λj(Ij,h − 1). (6.3)
The choice of the weights λj in this thesis is
λj =
Vj
VCg
, (6.4)
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where Vj is the traded amount in trade j and VCg is the total traded volume of customer
group Cg in million euros. Another option could be to equally weight all trades. The
index for each group can be interpreted as the percentage change in the spot rate between
the horizon and the trading time for an average trade done by a member of the considered
group.
Note that this index is computed with pure spot prices, not with logarithms of the spot
prices as for the regressions. By doing so, the share of the actual spot price return
is given and by multiplying with a factor of 100 the percentage changes are obtained
which makes the results interpretable. The expressions are approximately the same since
according to the Maclaurin series of log(1 + x) it holds that
(
sj,h
sj,0
− 1
)
≈ log sj,h − log sj,0. (6.5)
6.1.2 Confidence Interval for the Index
To determine if the spot impact of a customer group is significant, confidence bounds
are created at a 99% confidence level. If an index is inside the confidence bounds there
is no significant spot impact at that time horizon for the current group. Two different
methods are used to calculate the confidence bounds.
The first method takes the empirical quantiles of the indices where the mean is subtracted
for all trades at a specific time stamp. The quantile is then multiplied with 100 and
divided by the square root of the number of trades, n. Let the quantiles at levels 0.005
and 0.995 respectively be denoted zemp0.005 and z
emp
0.995. Then the confidence interval at
confidence level 0.99 is given by
Intemp0.99 =
100√
n
[zemp0.005, z
emp
0.995] . (6.6)
In this way, the confidence interval is not necessarily symmetric around zero, taking into
account that the data can contain skewness. The skewness could either come from the
spot rate or from the customer.
The second way to obtain a confidence interval is by using the quantiles of the standard
normal distribution with zero mean and unit standard deviation instead. The standard
deviation of the indices for each time stamp is also taken into account. Denote the
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quantiles znorm0.005 and z
norm
0.995 , then it holds that z
norm
0.005 = −znorm0.995 since the normal distri-
bution is symmetric around zero. Let σIh denote the standard deviation of the indices
at horizon h. The confidence interval at confidence level 0.99 will be symmetric around
zero and is given by
Intnorm0.99 =
100 · σIh√
n
[znorm0.005 , z
norm
0.995 ] . (6.7)
The purpose of calculating two different confidence intervals is to examine if there is a
very skewed behaviour in the indices. The skewness can either come from that currency
prices are skewed or that there are large outliers among the customers.
6.2 Clustering
Applying clustering techniques to trading data in the way it is done in this thesis has
not been done previously, neither by the FX Quant team at Nordea nor at any other
publicly known place. The purpose of this thesis is to investigate if some useful results
can be obtained by using these types of techniques and algorithms. The algorithms
described in Section 4.2 are some of the most common ways to perform clustering, and
they are implemented in Matlab which is the program used in this project. Further
this section gives an explanation how the final features of the data were chosen (Section
6.2.1) and thereafter presents how the resulting clusters are evaluated and interpreted
(Section 6.2.2).
6.2.1 Choose Features
The data set is prepared according to Section 5.1.5 and consists of N observations each
representing one customer1. As mentioned in referred section, a few customers are
considered to be outliers because of their large trading volume and are removed before
clustering. Besides, some attributes do not make sense if the customer is trading too
few times and therefore customers trading less than ten trades in the given period are
excluded in the clustering.
To achieve a proper clustering, the features of the data points should be as little depen-
dent as possible to be well separated. The dependence is measured by calculating the
1Regular customers, prime brokered clients and banks are included.
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correlation coefficients between the six features in the data set. As could be expected,
the buy/sell-ratio and the mean value of new direction for the currency are highly neg-
atively correlated, with a correlation coefficient of −0.82. The dependence affects the
clustering in a negative way, which is why the variable for the new direction for currency
is removed. The Trade platform has a significant non-zero correlation with all other
features, so it is removed as well. The remaining four features are the total volume, the
buy-sell ratio, round trades and high volatility. The values of the different features are
large in variation, which is handled by normalising the data by subtracting the mean
value and divide by the standard deviation, performed with Matlab’s zscore. Correla-
tion coefficients and corresponding P-values between the four final features are given in
table 6.1. There are still significant correlations in the data, but not to the same extent
as with all six features.
Table 6.1: Correlation coefficients for SEK data variables.
NOK Buy/Sell Total Volume Round Trades High Volatility
Buy/Sell 1 −0.180 −0.122 −0.117
(1) (0) (0) (0)
Total Volume −0.180 1 0.263 −0.019
(0) (1) (0) (0.441)
Round Trades −0.122 0.263 1 0.061
(0) (0) (1) (0.016)
High Volatility −0.117 −0.019 0.061 1
(0) (0.441) (0.016) (1)
SEK Buy/Sell Total Volume Round Trades High Volatility
Buy/Sell 1 −0.284 −0.201 0.003
(1) (0) (1.110e-16) (0.917)
Total Volume −0.284 1 0.267 0.018
(0) (1) (0) (0.456)
Round Trades −0.201 0.267 1 0.040
(1.110e− 16) (0) (1) (0.106)
High Volatility 0.003 0.018 0.040 1
(0.917) (0.456) (0.106) (1)
Notes: Correlation matrix of the data variables for clustering, represented as
columns in the matrix X of Equation (4.3). P -values for the null hypothesis of no
autocorrelation are reported in parenthesis.
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6.2.2 Cluster Evaluation and Interpretation
As the final features for the customers are chosen the next step is to determine the
optimal number of clusters. The Matlab function evalclusters is used to evaluate the
best clustering solution for three different methods using the Calinski-Harabasz criterion
defined in Equation (4.1). The function maximises V RCk with respect to k, where k is
set to range from 1 to 20.
After applying each clustering technique to the data it is measured how well the result fits
the data by calculating silhouette values defined in Equation (4.2). The Matlab function
silhouette computes and plots the silhouette values in a silhouette plot. Studying the
silhouette plots gives an indication of how well each point is placed in the clusters. By
comparing them between different methods it can be determined which method that
performs the best.
The clustering of the data is performed with the different techniques described in Section
4.2 and the results of different algorithms are compared by studying the clusters that
are created. Indices are calculated for all clusters to display the spot price impact. In
this way connections between the features and the price impact is exposed.
The Matlab function for K-means is the most developed one. To make sure that it is
not converging to a local minimum the algorithm is run several times, which can be done
by an option in Matlab. The the total sum of distances is given after each replication
to make sure that the best result is repeated more than once and hence is more likely
to be the global minimum.
In studying the clustering results, a closer look at in what way the customers trading
through prime brokerage agreement are clustered will be taken.
Matlab Clustering Functions
The Machine Learning techniques used in this thesis have been applied to the data using
Matlab’s Machine Learning Toolbox, Fuzzy Logic Toolbox and Neural Network Toolbox.
There are other options for tools to use, for instance R and Octave. Matlab was chosen
since it has many powerful and built-in tools that are relatively easy to handle and it
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is the most used computing program at both Nordea and LTH. The needed clustering
algorithms are
kmeans
fcm
linkage
selforgmap.
Chapter 7
Results
In this chapter the results of the order flow and cluster analysis are presented with tables
and graphs. Some extra results can also be found in the Appendix.
7.1 Order Flow
The aggregated accumulated net customer order flows in million euros are plotted in
Figures 7.1 and 7.2 for NOK and SEK respectively, with the normalised volume on the
left y-axis. The different lines represent the total flow and the flow split into the most
important currency pairs, and the corresponding spot exchange rates with euro are given
as well, with the rate on the right y-axis. If the order flow and the changes in spot rate
are correlated, they would be expected to follow the same pattern. The SEKEUR rate
does not seem to align with the total SEK order flow, but the flow for the euro seems
to follow the same trend more. The customers of Nordea tend to sell Swedish Kronor
against the US Dollar during the period, which is seen from the negative slope of the
yellow curve. The net buying pressure seen in the total flow comes mainly from heavily
buying SEK against other currency pairs. The same net buying behaviour is there for
the Swedish Krona against the Norwegian Krona.
Studying the NOK flow instead, it looks like the NOKEUR rate is negatively correlated
with the total flow. The movement more corresponds to the flow from the euro in this
period, which is not strange since it is the rate that is compared and the total flow is
widely affected by the USD trades. Nordea’s customers tend to buy Norwegian Kronor
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against the US dollar, but sell against the other currencies. The explanation to this
behaviour is that Norway has a large income in US Dollar which is related to their oil
production. Some of the USD flow goes back to the Norwegian economy and it is seen in
the flow of Nordea as the customers are selling USD against NOK. Sweden has a broader
corporate base and the net buying of SEK that is seen is due to a surplus in the trade
balance of the customers of Nordea. Naturally the flow is in currencies more related to
the SEK, like the EUR and NOK, rather than the USD. Sweden does not have an oil
production like the one in Norway and is selling SEK against USD.
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Figure 7.1: Accumulated NOK customer net order flow and NOKEUR spot rate.
The NOKEUR rate moves in the opposite direcion as the total flow, but is more
aligned with the flow in euro only. Nordea’s customers tend to buy NOK against USD
but sell NOK against all other traded currencies.
The accumulated net order flow for the four customer groups asset managers, corpora-
tions, hedge funds and private clients are given in Figures 7.3 and 7.4. The blue lines
showing all currency pairs indicate that hedge funds and private clients are buying Nor-
wegian Kronor in about half the period and after that are more selling. Corporations
are continuously more buyers of NOK, especially against the US Dollar, while asset
managers’ behaviour is closer to a random walk. It is again related to the Norwegian oil
production, where is is assumed that it is mainly corporates who take part of the large
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Figure 7.2: Accumulated SEK customer net order flow and SEKEUR spot rate.
The SEKEUR rate is more aligned with the flow in euro than the total flow. The
customers of Nordea are net buyers of SEK, the trend is most clear for the other
currency pairs. The only currency that is bought against SEK is the USD.
USD surplus. It is clear that the behaviour is different across the different currency
pairs.
Figure 7.4 shows that the non-financial customers have been buying Swedish Kronor.
Corporates buy SEK against all the other currencies except from USD and private clients
have most of their flow in EURSEK. In the middle of 2012 the hedge funds were heavily
buying euro and US Dollars and selling Norwegian Kronor against SEK. A large sell
of SEK towards EUR occurred in the middle of 2014 for the hedge funds and in the
beginning of the same year for the asset managers.
7.1.1 Customer Group Indices
Indices are calculated for each trade according to (6.1). The indices are then volume-
weighted for each group according to Equation (6.3) with weights as in (6.4), giving
the wanted customer group indices. The time intervals used are 2 days of full half-
hours before and after the trade. In Figures 7.5 and 7.6 the indices are plotted for
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Figure 7.3: Accumulated NOK customer net order flow disaggregated into different
customer groups. The corporates are heavily buying NOK, especially against USD.
The hedge funds and private clients bought a lot in the middle of 2012 and after that
the trend is evened out. The asset managers are the only ones buying EUR and they
tend to sell NOK against SEK as well, but buy against USD. The hedge funds are the
only net buyers of NOK against SEK. Both AM and HF sell a lot of EUR against
NOK at once in the middle of 2014.
asset managers, corporations, hedge funds and private clients. The x-axis represents the
fixings, with 0 at the trade time, negative values before the trade and positive values
after the trade. Time points −1 and 1 represent the full half hour closest prior to or
post trade time. The blue lines represent the 99% empirical confidence intervals for the
indices calculated as in (6.6) and the orange dots are the volume-weighted indices at
each time step. If the index lies outside the confidence bounds it is considered to be
significant. The y-axes show the percentage change in the spot currency price. Note
that the scales of the y-axes vary between the plots.
The figures show the spot price impact from the four customer groups. Corporations
and private clients are contrarians for both NOK and SEK, meaning that they buy when
the price goes down and sell when the price rises. This result is intuitive since it is a
natural behaviour to buy cheap and sell expensive. Their price impacts after the trade
differ in the way that the corporations have a negative spot impact while the price is
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Figure 7.4: Accumulated SEK customer net order flow disaggregated into different
customer groups. The asset managers are selling SEK against EUR but are buying
against the other currencies. The corporates are selling SEK against USD but are
buying against the other currencies. The hedge funds are selling SEK against NOK
but buy against the other currencies except from in the end of 2014 where there is a
large sell of SEK against the EUR. Private clients have been constantly increasing
their buys of SEK against EUR from 2013 while the flow in other currencies is rather
non-directional.
not affected when the private clients have traded. The corporates and private clients,
which are considered to be non-financial customers, are expected to have other motives
than earning money when they trade currencies and the indices show that at least the
corporations are loosing some money after the trade. The asset managers seem to be
trend-following for the SEK, but show no clear pattern in their behaviour for NOK.
The spot impact they show in Swedish Kronor is very small but still significant. The
hedge funds are the winners in this game, since the spot price seems to move with them
after they have traded. The pattern is more significant for the SEK than the NOK.
If there were more hedge funds trading with Nordea, perhaps this behaviour would be
more significant.
The results are aligned with the previous literature about customer order flow and
confirm the negative correlation between corporates and private clients with spot changes
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Figure 7.5: The orange dots are the volume-weighted indices for all NOK trades
done by the customer groups asset managers (AM), corporations (CO), hedge funds
(HF) and private clients (PC) at 30 minutes intervals 2 days prior to and post trade
time. The blue solid lines are the 99% empirical confidence intervals. AMs show a
small trend-following behaviour during the last hours before trading, while COs and
PCs are contrarians before trade time. The indices of the HFs are mostly insignificant
but they tend to be trend-following with the spot moving with them after they trade.
COs show a negative spot impact after trade time, while AM and PC do not show any
significant impact.
and the positive correlation with the financial institutions such as the asset managers and
the hedge funds. It also adds information that is lost when the order flow is aggregated
over a daily horizon as in many papers. With aggregated flow it can not be distinguished
whether the negative correlation between the flow from non-financial customers and
exchange rates comes from a trading behaviour or if they are simply always losing
money on the trades. In other words it can not be distinguished whether the spot moves
against them before or after the trade. In a similar way it is impossible to tell if the
positive correlation from financial customers’ flow is due to that they are informed about
the prices or if it is their trading style. The indices are calculated with respect to the
actual trade time and reveal that it is the contrarian way of trading that accounts for
the negative relation and that hedge funds are trend-following and seem to be informed
about the future movements.
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Figure 7.6: The orange dots are the volume-weighted indices for all SEK trades
done by the customer groups asset managers (AM), corporations (CO), hedge funds
(HF) and private clients (PC) at 30 minutes intervals 2 days prior to and post trade
time. The blue solid lines are the 99% empirical confidence intervals. The AMs seem
to be trend-following prior to trade but show no impact after the trade. The HFs
show no clear behaviour before the trade but have a significant positive impact on the
spot price. The COs are contrarians and tend to lose money on their trades. The PCs
seem to trade after the spot has changed more than 5% the last hours, but show no
price impact after the trade.
7.1.2 Bank Indices
The study of the interbank market is presented in Figures 7.7 and 7.8 where the indices
are plotted for the partitioning of the bank flow into ”Our Hedges”, ”Our Hedges Algo”,
”Prime Brokerage” and ”Their hedges”. For the first two groups it is Nordea who is
initiating the trades and the customers are the counterparties they are trading with
(normally larger banks). In these cases the indices are calculated from Nordea’s per-
spective. The two latter groups are seen from their perspective since they are initiating
the trades.
The two upper plots of both figures show a significant contrarian behaviour when Nordea
is trading both NOK and SEK. Nothing significant is happening after the trade time,
except for a small positive price change in when SEK is traded as OH. Other banks seem
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to trade purely random in NOK but trend-following in SEK and there is no significant
spot impact.
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Figure 7.7: Volume-weighted indices at 30 minutes intervals 2 days prior to and
post trade time for all NOK trades done by Nordea (OH and OHAL), prime brokered
customers (PB) and other banks’ hedges (TH). OH and OHAL show similar patterns,
namely trading after a significant price move and with not much impact after the
trade. The PB clients show the opposite behaviour. The pattern for TH is purely
random.
The indices of the clients trading through a prime brokerage relationship show the same
significant trend-following pattern for both NOK and SEK. There is a small tendency
that the spot moves against them after they trade, but it is statistically insignificant.
7.2 Clustering
The data points that are clustered correspond to the customers (including interbank
customers), each associated with four different attributes. The final Swedish and Nor-
wegian data set contain 1666 and 1565 unique customers respectively. How these are
divided between the different customer groups is shown in Table 7.1. A large number of
customers are undefined clients, meaning that their traded volume is not large enough
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Figure 7.8: Volume-weighted indices at 30 minutes intervals 2 days prior to and
post trade time for all SEK trades done by Nordea (OH and OHAL), prime brokered
customers (PB) and other banks’ hedges (TH). The patterns differ between OH and
OHAL in that OH has a smaller contrarian (almost random) behaviour and a positive
price impact while OHAL is clearly contrarian and has no really significant spot
impact. PB clients are trend-following as well as TH, but have no impact on the price
after the trades.
for being classified earlier. All observations are plotted in Figures 7.9 and 7.10, where
the features are pairwise combined in scatter plot matrices. Histograms of the four fea-
tures are seen on the diagonal, and the values seem to be distributed in similar ways for
both NOK and SEK.
The Calinski-Harabasz criterion suggests nine clusters for the K-means algorithm for
the NOK data set and six clusters for the SEK data set. The result of the function
evalclusters for the NOK data set can be seen in Figure 7.111. The CH values are
monotonically increasing up to the maximum and decreasing after that, at least for
the two first methods. The values for 8 and 10 clusters are not differing much from
the maximum, so these would probably be acceptable numbers of clusters as well. The
picture is similar for SEK.
1The figure for SEK will not be included since the picture is very similar.
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Table 7.1: Clustered Customers by group
AM BA CB CO HF OT PB PC XX Tot
NOK
# Customers 144 104 3 539 14 7 29 35 690 1565
% of Volume 16.0 22.8 3.3 37.5 3.1 0.7 6.9 6.6 3.1
SEK
# Customers 199 103 5 551 16 6 28 22 736 1666
% of Volume 18.5 16.3 0.5 44.2 2.9 1.0 8.4 5.8 2.1
Notes: This table shows how the clustered customer observations are divided
between the pre-labelled customer groups for NOK and SEK. The top row
gives the number of customers in each group and the second row gives their
percentage share of the total traded volume.
To examine how the spot price impact is affected by the customers according to their
features, indices are calculated for the clusters formed by the algorithms. After removing
trades not done in the main currency pairs, the numbers of remaining customers are 1403
for NOK and 1646 for SEK. When studying the index plots, one should keep in mind
that the scales of the y-axes differ between the plots.
In the following Sections the results of the clustering of the NOK data and the SEK data
will be presented. The focus will lie on the algorithms K-means, Fuzzy C-means and
Self-Organizing maps and the results are produced using the techniques. Hierarchical
clustering will not be included since the results are unsatisfying; using the agglomerative
method results in 99% of the points ending up in the same cluster.
7.2.1 Clustering of the NOK Flow
Evaluating the number of clusters in the NOK customer data set results in nine being
the optimal value. The silhouette values for the three algorithms can be seen in Figure
7.12. A comparison between the three plots gives that the performance of K-means and
SOM seems to be approximately equal, while the Fuzzy C-means is giving the worst
clustering.
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Figure 7.9: Scatter plot matrix of the NOK customer data that is prepared for
clustering, each point representing one customer. The feature values are normalised
by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation. Histograms are seen
on the main diagonal. The buy/sell-ratio and the round number trading are the most
spread features but cluster around the edge values. The total volume and high
volatility for the customers are focused in the lowest band.
K-means
Starting off with the K-means algorithm with nine clusters the silhouette values in
Figure 7.12a show that most customers are addressed to the most suitable cluster. The
scatter plot matrix in Figure 7.13 visualise how the data points are clustered. Points
belonging to the same cluster are plotted with the same colour and symbol. Indices are
calculated for each cluster and the result is shown in Figure 7.14, where the numbers of
trades and customers assigned to each cluster are given.
A significant contrarian behaviour with a negative spot impact after the trade is seen
for clusters 1, 6, 8 and 9. The common features of the customers in these clusters are
that they contain relatively many customers who are trading low volumes and mostly
in periods with low volatility. They differ in that the clients in cluster 1 have a larger
buy/sell-ratio in contrast to the others, and that clients in cluster 9 are not trading
much in round numbers while the others are. All four of these clusters are dominated
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Figure 7.10: Scatter plot matrix of the SEK customer data that is prepared for
clustering, each point representing one customer. The feature values are normalised
by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation. Histograms are seen
on the main diagonal. The buy/sell-ratio and the round number trading are the most
spread features but are clustered around the higher and lower edge values respectively.
The total volume and high volatility for the customers are focused in the lowest band.
by customers labelled CO and XX. Cluster 9 also contains some with the labels AM,
BA and PB.
Clusters 2, 3, 4 and 5 show contrarian behaviour before the trade but no significant
spot impact afterwards. These clusters include customers representing almost the full
span in all features. There are customers trading small up to medium high volumes and
with mostly low buy-sell ratios although some outliers exist. Cluster 5 and 2 contain
customers who are trading more often in volatile periods and these customers all have
low volumes. In cluster 3 and 4 they do not trade so much in volatile periods. There is
a larger variation between customer types in these clusters as well.
The only cluster that shows a trend-following behaviour and positive spot impact is
cluster 7 which are the customer with the largest trading volume, consisting of only
eight customers. They all tend to trade a lot in round numbers and all but one have a
low buy-sell ratio. They do not trade specifically at highly volatile periods.
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Figure 7.11: Shows the result of the Calinski-Harabasz criterion for the NOK data
set for the three functions kmeans, linkage and fitgmdist, run with k = 1, ..., 20
clusters. Nine is marked as the optimal number of clusters for all three methods.
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(b) Fuzzy C-means
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(c) SOM
Figure 7.12: Silhouette plots for the three presented algorithms for the NOK data
set. The Fuzzy C-means shows the least well-clustered objects. The performance of
SOM seems to be slightly better than for the K-means in this case.
Half of the prime brokered clients are placed in cluster 3, the rest are primarily split
between clusters 4 and 9. Hence all PB clients have a low buy-sell ratio meaning that
their flow in NOK is non-directional. Figure 7.7 from previous section shows that the
PB clients are trend-following on average, while the clusters they are now placed in are
showing the opposite.
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Figure 7.13: This scatter plot matrix shows the result of the 9 clusters with
K-means for NOK. The values of the features are normalised so that they lie between
zero and one.
Fuzzy C-means
The Fuzzy C-means algorithm misclassifies more of the customers if looking at the
silhouette plot in Figure 7.12b. With the resulting clustering, visualised in Figure 7.15,
there is no cluster which has a significant positive spot impact according to the index
plots in Figure 7.16. With K-means the eight customers with largest traded volume
were grouped together and now they are extended forming cluster 3 with 159 customers
covering the whole span of traded volumes. This cluster is not a well-classified cluster
according to the silhouette values and the result is that the significant spot impact is
gone.
It is still clear that having at the same time a high buy-sell ratio, a low portion of round
number trades and a relatively low volume is related to a contrarian trading behaviour
and negative spot impact as for clusters 5 and 6. By only changing the proportion of
round trades as for cluster 8, this behaviour is not as significant. The customers trading
more at times with high volatility belong to cluster 2 and tend to trade contrarian, but
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Figure 7.14: Volume-weighted indices for the nine clusters of the NOK flow created
by K-means, together with the 99% empirical confidence bounds. All clusters more or
less show a contrarian behaviour prior to trade. Clusters 6, 8 and 9 also show a
significant negative spot impact after the trade. The only cluster showing a
trend-following pattern is cluster 7 which consists of the eight customers trading the
largest volumes in NOK.
do not affect the prices afterwards. Clusters 1, 7 and 8 do not show any significant
trading behaviour at all.
About one third of the PB clients are placed in cluster 1 and another third in cluster 3.
A few are also placed in cluster 7. None of these clusters show a very significant trading
behaviour from the index plots.
Self-Organizing Map
SOM seems to have the least misclassified customers for NOK according to the silhouette
plot in Figure 7.12c. The result of the clustering is seen in Figure 7.17 and is rather
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Figure 7.15: This scatter plot matrix shows the result of the 9 clusters with Fuzzy
C-means for NOK. The values of the features are normalised so that they lie between
zero and one.
similar to the result with K-means, as are the conclusions that can be made from the
indices.
Again the customers with the largest trading volume are grouped together and show a
small trend-following behaviour that can be seen for cluster 6 in Figure 7.18.
The customers in cluster 8 are the ones who trade in volatile periods and they show a
contrarian behaviour but no price impact after the trade. They all trade low volumes
and might be speculative clients who choose to trade at certain economic releases. The
same contrarian trading style with no significant spot impact is seen for clusters 3, 5 and
9, whose customers are non-directional and can trade smaller to medium volumes. They
are also the ones who trade a little more in volatile periods than the average customer.
The most significant negative spot impact comes again from customers who have a high
buy-sell ratio together with either a large portion of round trades (cluster 7) or a small
portion of round trades (cluster 1). These clusters are dominated by corporates and
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Figure 7.16: Volume-weighted indices for the nine clusters created by the Fuzzy
C-means for the NOK flow, together with the 99% empirical confidence bounds. Most
clusters show a significant contrarian trading style. The customers in clusters 1, 7 and
8 have a random behaviour.
unlabelled clients. Cluster 1 is the largest one which is why the confidence bounds are
narrower and the impact larger.
Two thirds of the PB clients are assigned to cluster 3, which shows a small contradictory
trading style. This cluster contains many other customer types as well.
Comparing the methods
The total volume that a customer trades seem to have an impact on the spot movement.
This is seen with all methods and different number of clusters. The K-means and the
SOM group the 8 and 14 customers with largest trading volume, respectively. The
resulting cluster is the only cluster showing a significant trend-following trading style
and a positive price impact. The customers who trade at periods with high volatility
all trade lower volumes and with a contrarian behaviour. These are potentially clients
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Figure 7.17: This scatter plot matrix shows the result of the clustering done by a
self-organizing map of the customers trading NOK. The values of the features are
normalised.
who choose to enter the market at economic releases and trade according to the intuitive
behaviour, in other words buying cheap and selling expensive. They are not likely the
most professional traders. The K-means and SOM methods are giving very similar
results, while the Fuzzy C-means is the least trustworthy method for NOK.
7.2.2 Clustering of the SEK Flow
Figure 7.19 shows the silhouette plots for the three different methods carried out on the
customers trading SEK. As for NOK, the Fuzzy C-means performs the worst again. The
K-means and the SOM look even more similar for SEK than for NOK. The number of
clusters is chosen to six, since it is the optimal value according to the Calinski-Harabasz
criterion.
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Figure 7.18: Volume-weighted indices for the nine clusters created by a
self-organizing map for the NOK flow, together with the 99% empirical confidence
bounds. A significant contrarian behaviour is seen for most clusters. The only
trend-following pattern is seen for cluster 6, again consisting of the customers with
the largest trading volume.
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Figure 7.19: Silhouette plots for the three presented algorithms for the SEK data
set. The Fuzzy C-means shows the least well-clustered objects. The performances of
K-means and the SOM are nearly identical in this case.
K-means
The K-means algorithm is applied to the customers trading Swedish Kronor with six
clusters as suggested by the Calinski-Harabasz criterion. The silhouette plot in Figure
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7.19a shows that the clusters are overall well-defined, although there are a few negative
values. Figure 7.20 shows how the observations are clustered.
Method: k-means, Nbr of clusters: 6
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Figure 7.20: This scatter plot matrix shows the result of the K-means clustering of
the customers for SEK, with normalised values of the features.
Five out of six clusters show a statistically significant contrarian trading behaviour
according the the index plots in Figure 7.21. The final group which is cluster 5 shows
no really significant spot behaviour either prior to or post trading.
Cluster 2 is the largest cluster and the index tells that the spot moves against these
customers after they have traded. They are trading smaller amounts with a high buy-
sell ratio, but not many round trades or trades in highly volatile periods. The customers
who trade the largest volumes are placed in cluster 6 and actually seem to be contrarians
for SEK, unlike this group in NOK. The price change before they trade is relatively small
though, but still significant.
Since the number of customers of different types varies a lot, the flow from the smaller
groups drowns a bit in the larger groups. There are many more corporate customers
and a large number of unlabelled customers that affect the clustering. The banks and
asset managers are also large groups. The smaller groups are hedge funds, central banks,
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Figure 7.21: Volume-weighted indices for the six clusters created by K-means for
the SEK flow are represented by the orange dots. The blue solid lines are the 99%
empirical confidence intervals. Clusters 1 and 4 are showing the largest contrarian
behaviour but not much spot impact after the trade. The customers in these cluster
are trading directional. Clusters 2, 3 and 6 are also contrarians but with smaller
relative changes. The clients in cluster 5 are trading more randomly.
private clients and prime brokered clients. Not too surprisingly, clusters 1, 2 and 4 are
more dominated by corporations and unlabelled clients, while cluster 3 consists of a
larger proportion of banks, asset managers, hedge funds and prime brokerage. Cluster
5 is the most mixed cluster, containing a lot of asset managers, banks, corporates and
unlabelled clients and cluster 6 is a small cluster of the ones trading large volumes in
SEK, which are mainly corporations. These observations are interesting and tell us
that there is a variety in the behaviour within the previously labelled groups. Although
the previous grouping seem to tell more about the price impact of different customer
groups than the new clusters in this case. The results presented in Section 7.1.1 are
more significant than the new clusters.
Around half of the clients trading through prime brokerage agreement are placed in
cluster 3, with the rest in clusters 5 and 6. These are the three clusters showing the
least contrarian behavior. As could be seen in Figure 7.8 the PB clients are on average
trend-following. The PB clients are non-directional for SEK as well as for NOK.
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Fuzzy C-means
As for the NOK data set, the FCM algorithm performs the worst according to the
silhouette plot in figure 7.19b. The clusters in Figure 7.22 differ from the ones created
by K-means for instance in that the customers with the largest volume are clustered
together with customers trading low volumes. This cluster is not well-defined according
to the silhouette plot.
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Figure 7.22: This scatter plot matrix shows the result of the Fuzzy C-means
clustering of the customers for SEK, with normalised values of the features.
The clusters with the largest contrarian behaviour are clusters 1 and 5, corresponding to
clusters 1 and 4 in the K-means. Cluster 3 shows this behaviour as well. The distinctive
feature for the customers in these clusters is that they have a high buy/sell-ratio, in
other words that they are directional in their trading style. Most likely directional
customers are corporations that for some reason need to convert a large flow into their
native currency.
A very small trend-following price change the last day before the trade is seen for cluster
6, whose customers are non-directional do not trade either large volumes, round numbers
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Figure 7.23: Volume-weighted indices for the six clusters created by Fuzzy C-means
for the SEK flow are represented by the orange dots. The blue solid lines are the 99%
empirical confidence intervals. All clusters except number 6 show a contrarian
behaviour, which is most significant for clusters 1 and 5. Cluster 6 shows a small
trend-following behaviour prior to trading, but no significant post-trading pattern.
or in highly volatile periods. The spot impact of these customers after the trade is not
statistically significant.
Self-Organizing Map
The result of the self-organizing map is very similar to the result of the K-means. The
formed clusters are almost identical but the cluster numbers are switched. This holds
for the silhouette values in Figure 7.19c, the clusters in Figure 7.24 and the indices for
the clusters in Figure 7.25. The interpretations will not be repeated here but can be
found in the part about K-means. The prime brokered clients are divided into the same
clusters as with K-means as well.
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Figure 7.24: This scatter plot matrix shows the result of the SOM clustering of the
customers for SEK, with normalised values of the features.
Comparing the methods
Since the K-means algorithm and the self-organizing map give almost the same clus-
tering, only four customers have changed clusters, the result is considered to be rather
robust. There exists an almost direct mapping between the clusters from these two meth-
ods. The Fuzzy C-means is performing poorly compared to the two other methods. The
contrarian behaviour is seen among all clusters, even though it is known that there are
trend-following customers as well, which is clear from Figure 7.6. The customers trad-
ing more in highly volatile periods are the ones who see the largest price change before
trading, followed by customers trading in one direction and often in round numbers.
The customers who are showing the random patterns are in the opposite corner, that is
trading non-directional and not in round numbers.
7.2.3 Clustering of the Asset Managers’ and Corporates’ Flow
This part of the analysis is done only for the data set with trades in Swedish Kronor
and with the K-means algorithm. It is made to illustrate the varieties in the trading
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Figure 7.25: Volume-weighted indices for the six clusters created by K-means for
the SEK flow are represented by the orange dots. The blue solid lines are the 99%
empirical confidence intervals. Clusters 4 and 6 are the most contrarian and also the
directional customers. Clusters 1, 2 and 5 are contrarians as well but to a smaller
extent. Cluster 3 does not show any significant pattern. These clusters can be almost
exactly mapped into the clusters created by K-means
styles within the intuitive customer groups.
Asset Managers
The Calinski-Harabasz criterion suggests ten clusters with the K-means algorithm. The
silhouette values are good with only a few negative, the smallest is above −0.25. The
result of the clustering of the asset managers can be seen in Figure 7.26.
Figure 7.27 suggests that the spot impact differ between customers in the group asset
managers. The clustering performed with K-means shows that only one cluster has a
significant positive spot impact, that is cluster 2. The customers in this cluster are
identified with a low trading volume and that they are in between directional and non-
directional. They do not trade specifically at high volatility. It can also be seen that
some asset managers are more contradicting in their trading behaviour, for instance the
customers in cluster 3 and 9. These customers tend to be more directional and trade
more in round numbers. The only cluster that has a negative spot impact after the
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trade consists of only two customers, namely the ones that trade the most in highly
volatile periods. Two customers are too few to be able to detect a certain trading style.
However, most of the clusters do not show any significant behaviour according to their
indices at all.
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Figure 7.26: The result of the K-means clustering of the asset managers with ten
clusters. The values of the features are normalised.
Corporations
Six clusters will give the best fit for the clustering of the corporate clients according to
the Calinski-Harabasz coefficient. The silhouette values are telling that most customer
observations are placed in the best cluster with the K-means algorithm.
All clusters show the contrarian behaviour in volume-weighted indices in Figure 7.29.
However, there is some variation in how much the spot changes before they trade, the
customers in cluster 3 trade after the largest price change and cluster 6 comes second.
The remaining clusters see smaller changes prior to the trade time. Most clusters don’t
have a significant spot price impact after the trades, but the most significant is the
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Figure 7.27: The orange dots are the volume-weighted indices of the clusters of the
K-means clustering of the asset managers. The blue solid lines show the 99%
empirical confidence bounds. Not much significant information can be found, except
that the customers in clusters 3 and 9 are a little more contrarian than the rest.
These are the customers that are directional and trade more in round numbers.
Cluster 2 seems to have a positive spot price impact after the trade.
negative price impact from cluster 2. Those corporations are rather directional in their
trading and do not trade round numbers or in volatile periods. This clustering does not
distinguish any trend-following patterns among the corporate clients, but it shows that
some are more strongly contrarian than others.
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Method: k-means, Nbr of clusters: 6
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Figure 7.28: The result of the K-means clustering of the corporate clients alone.
The values of the features are normalised.
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Figure 7.29: The orange dots are the volume-weighted indices of the clusters of the
K-means clustering of the asset managers. The blue solid lines show the 99%
empirical confidence bounds. All clusters are showing a contrarian behaviour but the
percentage changes differ across clusters. Cluster 3 and 6 have the largest price
movement before trading, they contain customers trading in high volatility or
customers trading directional and in round numbers. After trading there is no
significant spot impact except for cluster 2 whose customers are directional but do not
trade in round numbers.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
8.1 Order Flow
From calculating indices for the four customer groups it can be concluded that there
are differences in the trading styles across the groups trading with Nordea. Private
clients and corporate clients are clearly showing a contrarian behaviour, while the asset
managers and hedge funds have a tendency to be more trend-following. These results
are confirming the conclusions made in the papers on customer order flow [Della Corte,
Rime, Sarno, Tsiakis, 2011, Evans, Lyons, 2002, 2006, Marsh, O’Rourke, 2005, Menkhoff,
Sarno, Schmeling, Schrimpf, 2013]. As expected the indices are more significant for
the corporates group which contains the largest number of customers. The results are
further clarifying that the negative relationship between non-financial customers’ flow
and exchange rate changes comes from their trading behaviour and not that they are
constantly losing on their trades. In the same way the hedge funds are seen to have a
trend-following trading style and seem to be informed.
The variation in informedness and professionalism between different customers within
the same group affects the patterns that are seen. The goal of the Machine Learning
techniques has been to discover other parameters than the group affiliation that affect
the price impact of different customers.
The index plots of the prime brokered clients show that they are trend-following in their
trading style. Their behaviour before the trade time is a lot more significant than both
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the asset managers and the hedge funds. This indicates that the prime broker customers
are most likely professional financial customers or large corporations.
8.2 Clustering
For NOK, trading a large volume seems to be the only feature that is connected to a
trend-following behaviour and a positive price impact. Except from this the contrarian
trading style is dominating all other clusters. The connection between large volumes
and trend-following behaviour is not present for the SEK data.
For both currencies directional and contradicting trading styles can be associated with
each other. Trading a large share of the volume in periods with high volatility is con-
nected to a contrarian behaviour for the customers for both NOK and SEK.
In Section 7.1.2 it can be seen that the customers trading through a prime brokered
agreement are showing a trend-following behaviour when the volume-weighted index is
plotted. It is then concluded that most of the prime brokered clients are well-informed
financial customers or large corporations. The trend-following pattern is not as clear
for the customer segments that the PB clients end up in as a result of the clustering
techniques. The clustering does not add extra information about the trading styles of
the PB customers.
The clusters are never well-separated. Even though the silhouette values are predomi-
nantly positive, the cluster plots show that observations from different clusters lie very
close to each other. The indices for different clusters also indicate that the clusters are
rather similar in the way it is measured in this thesis. The conclusion is that it is difficult
to distinguish any significant behaviours from the chosen parameters.
8.3 Summary
It is clear that different customers have different price impact when trading currencies,
and the initially chosen customer grouping is showing some of this. The conclusions come
down to that the new grouping performed by different Machine Learning Techniques does
not provide better information about the trading style and price impact of different
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customers than the initial one. The intuitive grouping tells more about the trading
behaviour of a customer, although there are outliers breaking the normal patterns as
can be seen in Section 7.2.3. The clients trading through a prime brokerage relationship
are trend-followers and are most likely financial customers or large corporates.
The flow of Nordea is dominated by customers who trade according to a contrarian style.
The result is that the non-contrarian customers are ”drowned” by the large contrarian
flow and the clustering techniques performed on the customers with the chosen features
are not able to distinguish between them.
Chapter 9
Discussion
The order flow results turned out fairly well aligned with the expected ones. The ex-
pectations on the Machine Learning part were not well-defined since it is a totally new
approach to this topic. There is a number of levels of uncertainty in the study and a
few of them will be discussed in this chapter.
First of all anyone who has worked with raw data can sign that the data is not perfect
from the beginning, and will not be perfect after manipulations either. There will still
be outliers and random errors in different parameters. As an example it was noticed
rather far into the study that the trades from 6th of October were not included in the
table, obviously something went wrong when these trades were loaded into the table
from the database. Another source of errors could be the initial customer classification
which might be incorrect. It would be preferable if all customers were assigned to a
customer type, but this requires a lot of time and effort so only the largest customers
are classified.
The question why some customers affect the spot rate more than others does not have a
simple answer. It can depend on parameters that are not visible to Nordea or not directly
measurable. A popular explanation in the literature is the grade of informedness of a
customer, which is difficult to observe from the outside. The initial grouping of customers
according to the type of firm or institution is a rather good partitioning but still there
are large differences within the groups. For instance there are corporates who trade more
like an average asset manager and asset managers who trade more like most corporates.
One suggestion for improving the grouping is to divide all corporations into two or more
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groups for instance according to their size and to split the asset managers according to
their main businesses (pension funds, insurance companies etc.).
When studying order flow it should be kept in mind that nobody in the FX market has
the full picture. All market participants only see those parts of the market that are
observable to them. Nordea has a significant part of the market share in SEK and NOK
but not in other currencies. Therefore the flow in the Scandinavian currencies is the
only order flow that could be expected to contain any significant information at all for
Nordea.
The spot currency prices used are mid prices, which is an approximation. It would be
more accurate to use ask prices for buys and bid prices for sells. However the results in
this thesis would most likely not change considerably.
The clustering algorithms have been studied to achieve a basic understanding of several
existing methods. One could also have chosen one single algorithm and put the effort
on optimizing it. The Calinski-Harabasz criterion is used as a benchmark of the number
of clusters. The output of evalclusters could have be more carefully studied. Other
criteria were tested as well but are not included in this report. The result of the CH
criterion gave the most satisfying results and was therefore chosen as quality measure.
The Hierarchical clustering algorithm did not work out as hoped and the reason is a little
unclear still. More investigations need to be made to get it to work properly. Another
clustering algorithm that was tested but did not converge is the Gaussian Mixtures.
Clustering techniques are sensitive to data, which means that if the data is inaccurately
prepared it affects the result. There are various ways to chose which features to consider
for a proper clustering of this particular data set. The features chosen in this thesis can
contain errors and are not necessarily the most optimal choices.
The way of measuring the result of the different clusters in this thesis is not the only
way but is convenient since the indices provide information about trading patterns.
The volume-weighted indices give an indication about the price impact of the different
clusters on average. Taking the average is not very sensitive to outliers and the median
would be another option to see if there are customers that draw the result in a certain
direction. Some robustness tests for the indices were made by checking the median as
well and using different confidence bounds. Other possibilities could be to check if the
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results are consistent if using only a part of the data. One could also use Bootstrapping
to re-sample the data and see if the behaviour differs from randomness.
Some interesting steps further in this study would be to investigate other features of
the customers than the ones chosen in this project. Moreover much work could be done
to optimize the clustering techniques by for instance specifying initial values1. Another
option is to try other software or clustering techniques. When studying the underlying
customers of the prime brokered deals one alternative method is that instead of including
the prime brokered clients in the clustering process, supervised learning methods could
be used. Then the data is trained on the pre-labelled customers and so the classes of
the PB customers can be predicted using classification techniques.
The results of this thesis do not provide any new insights about how customers can
be grouped in a better way than before. It tells that the FX market is very efficient
and complex. Nordea’s composition of customers is not preferable since corporates
are not usually informed traders. If there would have been more hedge funds and
professional asset managers the results might have been different and more significant.
Single market participants might also change their trading styles as they receive new
information, new systems or new personnel that impact their way of trading. In this way
a single customer could have changed their trading behaviour during the studied time
period. The investigations made have still contributed with a broader understanding of
the customers of Nordea. Knowing how different customers trade in the market can be
exploited for instance when the sales team attracting and supporting customers.
1One suggestion is to perform clustering with one method and then use the resulting cluster centres
as initial values in another algorithm.
Appendix A
Correlations and Regressions
The studies presented in this Appendix are more similar to the ones done in the papers
about order flow and are included for a better comparison with earlier results [Della
Corte, Rime, Sarno, Tsiakis, 2011, Evans, Lyons, 2002, 2006, Marsh, O’Rourke, 2005,
Menkhoff, Sarno, Schmeling, Schrimpf, 2013]. Two methods will be presented in the
next section and the results in the following section.
A.1 Methods
For this analysis log spot changes are used as a measure of the price change in exchange
rates, defined as in Equation 3.2. The spot prices are obtained at 17:00 on the actual
day. The order flow aggregated over day t is denoted xt. Only customer flow is used
here, it means that all the interbank trades and prime brokered trades are removed.
A.1.1 Correlation Coefficients
As a measure of the dependence between flows and log spot changes Pearson’s correlation
coefficient is used. For two different sets X and Y of n observations the correlation
coefficient is defined as
rˆ =
∑n
i=1(Xi − X¯)(Yi − Y¯ )√∑n
i=1(Xi − X¯)2
√∑n
i=1(Yi − Y¯ )2
, (A.1)
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where X¯ and Y¯ are the sample means. rˆ takes values in the range [−1, 1], where 1
represents total dependence, 0 means independence and −1 stands for total but reversed
dependence. The calculations are made with Matlab’s function corr which also gives
the P-values of the tests of the null hypothesis of no correlation against the hypothesis
of nonzero correlation. A P-value that is less than a significance level, say 0.01, then the
correlation is significantly different from zero.
A.1.2 Regressions
The second method for measuring dependence uses echniques called simple linear re-
gression1, which are performed with Matlab’s regress. The regression model can be
written
∆st = β0 + β1xt + εt (A.2)
and is solved with least squares. If there is a positive dependence then β1 > 0 and if it
is negative then β1 < 0.
A.2 Results
This section presents results of the calculations described in previous section. All trades
done in the interbank market have been excluded in this analysis. Pearson’s correlation
coefficient is calculated between the customer order flow aggregated over different hori-
zons and the log spot change over the same horizon. The coefficients in the regression
are estimated for the same horizons and the results are presented in table A.1.
For the daily horizon the spot rates are taken at 17 : 00 (GMT+1) at the actual trading
day. The change is therefore not in the exact same period as the trades (since they are
aggregated with midnight as separation between days). The difference is considered to
be insignificant since not many trades occur during night time anyway.
The analysis is also performed for the order flow of asset managers and corporations
separately to see how the trading of groups are related to currency movements. Then
xt is exchanged to x
AM
t and x
CO
t respectively in Equation A.2. The resulting estimated
coefficients are presented in table A.2.
1This is a special case of multiple linear regression, where there can be more explanatory variables.
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Table A.1: Estimates of correlation and regression coefficients for the daily SEK
customer order flow and log spot changes.
horizon
(days) -10 -5 -2 -1 1 2 5 10
rˆ −0.121 −0.186 −0.157 −0.139 0.003 −0.005 0.060 0.045
βˆ0 −0.034 −0.022 0.000 −0.002 0.002 −0.005 −0.035 −0.071
βˆ1 (10
−3) −2.29 −2.70 −1.50 −0.97 0.02 −0.05 0.88 0.85
P-value 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.948 0.893 0.122 0.250
Notes: Included currency pairs are SEK with EUR, USD, NOK and DKK. The nega-
tive correlations at horizons prior to trade are statistically significant with low P-values,
while the results in future times are not.
Table A.2: Estimates of correlation and regression coefficients for the daily SEK
customer order flow and log spot changes for the customer groups AM and CO.
Asset Managers
horizon
(days) -10 -5 -2 -1 1 2 5 10
rˆ 0.002 0.025 0.042 0.091 0.024 −0.013 −0.005 −0.005
βˆ0 −0.037 −0.023 −0.001 −0.001 0.003 −0.005 −0.035 −0.069
βˆ1 (10
−3) 0.049 0.545 0.589 0.094 0.246 0.180 0.099 0.150
P-value 0.964 0.514 0.282 0.019 0.536 0.744 0.907 0.892
Corporations
horizon
(days) -10 -5 -2 -1 1 2 5 10
rˆ −0.125 −0.193 −0.171 −0.188 −0.036 −0.008 0.051 0.043
βˆ0 −0.034 −0.022 0.000 −0.002 0.002 −0.005 −0.034 −0.071
βˆ1 (10
−3) −3.47 −4.09 −2.39 −1.91 −0.361 −0.115 1.11 1.21
P-value 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.355 0.832 0.184 0.263
Notes: Included currency pairs are SEK with EUR, USD, NOK and DKK. There is no
really significant correlation found for the asset managers at any horizon, except for at
the contemporaneous horizon (−1) which shows a small positive correlation. The corpo-
rates flow is negatively correlated with log spot changes at horizons before the trading
day, but uncorrelated afterwards.
Nordeas aggregated daily customer order flow turns out to be negatively correlated with
log spot changes back in time according to Table A.1. The P-values indicate that the
coefficients are significant for all horizons prior to trade time. There is no significant
correlation between the order flow and future log spot changes.
The results for the asset managers flow and the corporates flow are rather different from
each other as can be seen in Table A.2. There is no significant correlation at any horizon
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for the asset managers order flow except for a very small positive correlation one day
before. In contrast to the asset managers, the corporates’ flow is negatively correlated
with previous log spot changes. The result for the corporations is very similar to the
aggregated flow. Since the corporations account for about 56% of the total flow in SEK
this result is not surprising. The results also align with the results of the indices from
Section 7.1.1.
Appendix B
Features for Initial Customer
Groups
Figures B.1 and B.2 show the scatter plots of the customer data for NOK and SEK
respectively, where the objects are divided into the initial customer groups. It can
be seen that there is a large diversity in the features within the pre-labelled customer
groups.
It can be seen that the customers of all groups are spread out in all features. There are
no clear patterns except that of course all XX clients trading the lowest volumes. It can
also be noticed that the PB clients are non-directional.
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Figure B.1: This scatter plot matrix shows the normalised values of the four
features of the customers according to the initial grouping for NOK.
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Figure B.2: This scatter plot matrix shows the normalised values of the four
features of the customers according to the initial grouping for SEK.
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